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Technical Data Sheet

Hook Oil Xtra 
Hook and Roller Lubricant and Rust Inhibitor             APPLIED AHOX 
  

Description:   Hook Oil XTRA (AHOX) is specifically formulated to prevent corrosion on steel and cast iron 
products.  The product finds ideal application in the prevention of corrosion on hooks, slides, rollers 
and gambrels in the Meat Industry where the Hook Oil XTRA provides a thin film which acts as an 
excellent lubricant for moving parts. 
 

Intended Use:  Hook Oil XTRA is acceptable in meat processing plants for application to hooks, trolleys and similar 
equipment to clean and prevent rust. The portions of the equipment that contact edible products must 
be made clean and free of the mixture before re-use. 
 
Hook Oil XTRA also gives excellent results in many other industries where good medium term 
corrosion protection is needed for a variety of steel and cast iron products and can even be used as a 
one shot cleaner/corrosion inhibitor for articles where only light soils are encountered. 
 

Product 
features: 

 Approved for use in the Meat Industry  
Safer to handle and use than other corrosion inhibitors 
Rapid drying and easy operator control 
Easy to mix 
Excellent lubrication properties 
Longer storage life on treated articles 
Longer bath life 

Typical 
Physical 
Properties: 

 Technical data should be considered representative or typical only and should not be used for specification purposes. 
 
Appearance: Heavy-bodied, clear brown liquid 
Specific Gravity: 0.88 
pH (10% Emulsion): 9.0 – 10.0 
Flashpoint: Nil (non-flammable) 
Solubility in water: Emulsifiable in water and some hydrocarbons 

 
Directions for 
Use: 

  

Meat Industry 
Abattoirs and Meat Packaging Companies:  for corrosion prevention 
on hooks and gambrels, following the cleaning cycle, use Hook Oil 
XTRA. 
 
Hook Oil XTRA can be used at ambient temperatures, however best results will be recorded if the bath 
is heated between 50° and 60°C and the bath pH is 9 - 10. 
Stir the neat product into water until uniform white emulsion is formed.  Use at a concentration of about 
10% (1:10) in water.  
 
Typical Hook Treatment 

1. Clean in hot alkali to remove fats, blood, meat residues etc.  
2. A caustic soda based detergent is recommended. Typical bath concentration should 

provide 5-10% caustic soda. For maximum effect, operate at a temperature of 75°C+. 
Agitation will also improve cleaning performance.  

3. Rinse in hot water (>80°C) rinse tank with an overflow rate of 10% per hour. 
4. Dip in acid bath at ambient temperature to remove residual rust and alkalinity. A 

phosphoric acid based rinse is recommended. Typical concentration should provide 4-
7% phosphoric acid. 

5. Rinse in hot water rinse tank (pH of rinse tank must be > 7.0), with an overflow rate of 
10% per hour. 

6. Dip in 10-12% Hook Oil XTRA emulsion.  
7. Remove, drain and allow to dry.   

 
The residual heat contained in hooks from the initial alkali clean and rinse should carry through the 
remainder of process to evaporate water from the oil emulsion, break the emulsion and leave a residual 
oil / inhibitor film on hook 
Allow articles to drain before use.  
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General Industry 
 
Engineering, Metal Stamping etc.  For short to medium term rust inhibition (dependent on storage 
conditions) use Hook Oil XTRA at 10 to 20% solution at 70°C.  
 
Bath Control 
Due to the exceptional white emulsion produced at any concentration with Hook Oil XTRA and to 
ensure correct concentration, test on a regular basis to ensure correct emulsion concentration is being 
maintained. 
To maintain stability of the emulsion, the bath should be kept at pH 9.5 ± 0.5.  If acid contaminates the 
bath from an acidic prewash, add small increments of alkali (typically 0.1- 0.2g Sodium Hydroxide per 
bath litre) until pH is returned to 9.5. 
 
Approvals 
Fit for Purpose as a Lubricant for Hooks and Rollers (AQIS Type B) per the requirements for the use of 
chemicals in the export registered meat and meat product establishments, as published in AQIS Meat 
Export Gazette Notice No. 2011/05. 
 
 

Storage:  Store at -1°C - 59°C. 

Precautions:  Please refer to appropriate safety data sheet (SDS) prior to using this product. 
For technical assistance, please call 1800-063-511 
FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY 

Warranty:  Applied will replace any material found to be defective. Because the storage, handling and application of this material 
is beyond our control, we can accept no liability for the results obtained. 

Disclaimer:  All information on this data sheet is based on laboratory testing and is not intended for design purposes. ITW Polymers 
& Fluids and Applied makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning this data. 

Order 
Information: 

 AHOX-25  Applied Hook Oil Extra 25 L  
AHOX-200 Applied Hook Oil Extra 200 L  

 


